This would probably have been my last oral presentation!
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My first visit to Aberystwyth was with the Leicester University sailing team. We memorably
sailed in the confined waters of Aberystwyth Harbour Docks and afterwards queued at about
5.30pm outside a central Aberystwyth pub to get a front bar seat in order to hear and
participate in evening communal singing; a great evening!
My second visit was in 1973 to see a Dr Mervyn Jones (Physics Dept) to discuss Taylor
Vortices. Later we had a Taylor Vortex paper accepted for publication in the Journal Nature;
something that I have never been able to achieve again!
A. Keller, G. Kiss and M.R. Mackley. Polymer drag reduction in
Nature. 257, 304 -305 (1975).

Taylor Vortices.
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My MSc and PhD at Bristol gave me exposure to highly motivated and gifted scientists,
including Sir Charles Frank (Physics in general), John Nye (Tensors and more), Sir Michael
Berry (Physics) and Andrew Keller (Polymer crystallisation). What an experience! At the
suggestion of Andrew Keller, the first year of my PhD was trying to cross link Polypropylene
using radiation and it didn’t work! So, in my second year, Charles Frank proposed using two
impinging jets of fluid to generate an axial compression extensional flow. This was difficult
but the suction flow worked well. Terry Owen helped with the engineering and Mr Burrows
worked wonders with the glassware. Experiments were carried out with Polyethylene
solutions at over 100 Centigrade in a xylene fume filled darkened balcony room. Incredible
challenges and learning all the way. The result; observation of localised birefringence of
polymer solutions.
M.R. Mackley and A. Keller. Flow induced polymer chain extension and its relationship to
fibrous crystallization. Phil. Trans. Royal Soc. (Lond.) 278, 29-66 (1975).
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Even with all the Bristol brain power that was available at the time, the reason for the
observation of localised birefringence in the twin jet was not initially obvious. However as
soon as it was also seen in the G.I Taylor Four Roll Mill that had been commissioned from the
workshop for a final year student project, the reason was clear! In order to stretch chains in an
extensional flow, not only must the Weissenberg number B be large enough, but also the
chain must have been subjected to adequate strain to stretch from the random coil to the
stretched state and this occurs only on and near the exit plane/axis of the centro/Axi symmetric
twin jet and Four Roll Mill.
I consider the observation of localised birefringence to be one of the most significant things
that I discovered in my scientific career.
D.G. Crowley, F.C. Frank, M.R. Mackley and R.C. Stephenson. Localised flow birefringence
of polyethylene oxide in a four roll mill. Journal of Polymer Science. A2, 14 , 1111-1119
(1976).
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Following on from the Four Roll Mill, the Physics lab workshops built a “Two Roll Mill” and
again localised birefringence on the exit symmetry plane. From this, Charles Frank “invented”
the idea of “persistent extension rate”. This term has not caught on, but he, (of course) was
right that In order to achieve high chain extension the Persistent strain rate must be greater
than zero. For Simple Shear it is zero, so do not expect any chain extension in that flow!
In one of the regular tea room discussions there was a debate as to whether it was possible to
have more than two inflows or outflows at a point and Michael Berry came up with the
“Germ” of Elliptic umbilic catastrophe surface for a stream function! The “Six Roll Mill” was
born and I had lots of fun and challenges creating wonderful flow patterns from the apparatus.
Sadly this marked the last experimental work I did at Bristol as at that time there was no
prospect of a permanent position.
F.C. Frank and M.R. Mackley. Localised flow birefringence of polyethylene oxide solutions
in a two roll mill. Journal of Polymer Science. A2, 14, 1121-1131 (1976).
M.V. Berry and M.R. Mackley. The six roll mill; Unfolding an unstable persistently
extensional flow. Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. Lond. 287, 1337, 1-16 (1977).
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After a three year sojourn at Sussex University in a Materials Group, Alan Windle (Trinity
College and Cambridge Materials Department) told me of a possible opening at Chemical
Engineering in Cambridge. John Venables (Physics at Sussex) advised me I would be mad not
to go and so I went. Sir Sam Edwards was the dominant polymer force at Cambridge and
made Polymer Science “respectable” at Cambridge. Reptation was everywhere and the
polymer and rheology highlight for me was the development of the Multipass Rheometer. A
remarkably diverse and complex rheometer and that was probably the reason for its low
uptake. Pierre-Gilles de Gennes was a regular visitor to Sam and they both held the
intellectual high ground at Cambridge. Sam organised wonderful dinner parties for de Gennes
and other guests. He was a great host!
M.R. Mackley and D.G. Hassell. The Multipass Rheometer; a review.
Newtonian Fluid Mechanics, 166, 9-10, 421-456 (2011)

Journal of Non
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In 2006 we presented at an INNFM meeting near Cardiff our first work using the MPR as a
filament stretching apparatus. The MPR did the job well, but the servo hydraulics seemed a
massive overkill. At the time the science of filament stretching rheology was divided into two
areas. The stretching bit was used by many in order to measure extensional viscosity
parameters for relatively high viscosity fluids. Filament relaxation after initial stretching has
also been studied for high viscosity fluids as a way of extracting rheological information for
fluids providing surface tension information was known. There had been relatively little work
on filament breakup and in particular the details of the geometries that form during, at and
after breakup.
Tuladhar, T.R. and Mackley, M.R. Filament stretching rheometry and break-up of low
viscosity polymer solutions and inkjet fluids. Journal of Non-Newtonian Fluid Mechanics, 148
97-108. (2008)
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The MPR was the Mk1 Trimaster and then we designed a simpler lower cost Mk2 Trimaster
and this worked well. The low viscosity of most ink jet fluids took us down the route of
wanting to go at high velocities and a Mk3 was developed using voice coil actuators. This was
a disaster and the apparatus never gave us useful results.
D.C. Vadillo, T. Tuladhar, A.C. Mulji, S. Jung, S.D. Hoath, and M.R. Mackley. Evaluation of
inkjet fluid performance using the “Cambridge Trimaster” filament stretch and break-up
device. Journal of Rheology 54, 2 .261-282 (2010)
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Finally; following a letter of circulation around to local Cambridge engineering companies ,
Stewart Huxley (Huxley Bertram Ltd) came up with a clever mechanical design which
resulted in them building the HB4 Trimaster. This apparatus works very well and has given us
“trouble free” operation for a number of years.
M.R. Mackley, S.A. Butler, S. Huxley, N.M. Reis, A.I. Barbosa and M. Tembely. The
observation and evaluation of extensional filament deformation and breakup profiles for Non
Newtonian fluids using a high strain rate double piston apparatus. J.Non-Newtonian Fluid
Mechanics 239 13-27 (2017)
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One of our Polymer Fluids Group ex Post Docs, Rudy Valette is now established as a
Professor at CEMEF Sophia Antipolis France and as my wife (Margaret) and I have a
“holiday” apartment at Antibes nearby, Rudy and I have been able to collaborate matching
high level simulation with Cambridge HB4 filament stretch data.
R. Valette, E. Hachem, M. Khalloufi, A.S. Pereira, M.R. Mackley and S.A. Butler. The effect
of viscosity, yield stress, and surface tension on the deformation and breakup profiles of fluid
filaments stretched at very high velocities.
Journal of Non-Newtonian Fluid Mechanics. 263, January 130-139 (2019)
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At present the CEMEF solver is all Newtonian! The pistons are given a very very high
viscosity and so in the time scale of the simulation they behave as a solid. Air is air with a low
Newtonian viscosity. The test fluid is either Newtonian with a specified viscosity or
alternatively in order to introduce a visco plastic response a Herschel Bulkley constitutive
equation is used with Papanastasious regularization
to overcome the yield stress
discontinuity.
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Simon Butler has tested many different materials in order to find a “high quality” yield stress
material and he came up with Nivea Cream. There appears to be very little literature on Nivea
Cream Rheology and the data above shows that it has a very sharp yield stress at 1300 Pa and
then flows as a power law fluid above that stress.
Results awaiting publication.
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The simulations show (I believe for the first time) the “internal” stress distributions within the
filament. This is something that cannot be done for example using experimental flow
birefringence techniques.
The stretch and breakup mechanism of Nivea is the easiest to understand of the three materials
presented.
All materials start to thin at the centre and form a parabolic initial air/surface profile. This is
controlled essentially by geometry and the fixed boundary conditions on the moving pistons.
Initially all the Yield stress material flows, best seen for U=0.1m/s where all the simulation is
red. As the stretching continues, overall stress levels decrease and because of the surface
profile geometry, stress levels near the pistons are lower than in the central region.( Stress
equals force/area). When stress levels go below the Yield stress the simulation goes blue and
after this, blue zones are essentially frozen to the pistons. Progressively the blue zone moves
towards the centre and when the two blue zones meet, breakage occurs to form a cusp.
Because everything is then below the yield stress the cusp geometry remains.
Results awaiting publication.
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The final geometry for all piston speeds are to a first approximation the same.
Results awaiting publication.
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High viscosity Newtonian Silicon oil behaves in a “classic way”. The filament survives for all
stretching rates and then thinning can be followed after the pistons have stopped moving.
Thinning then occurs by a surface tension driven mechanism for an essentially cylindrical
filament.
Results awaiting publication.
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Low viscosity Newtonian drop formation is a complex combination of effects from viscosity,
surface tension and inertia. The simulation shows ( I believe for the first time) how stress
levels evolve with time and where high stress concentrations occur at or near the “pinch
points”.
Results awaiting publication.
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A summary of the key mechanisms for yield stress, Newtonian high viscosity and low
Newtonian viscosity materials
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Shape evolution can give valuable information about the rheology of fluids and materials.
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1960s vs 2010s Mick Jagger and Malcolm Mackley
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